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Earth +

Jupiter

via exoplanet.eu

Over 850 exoplanets to date... and a fascinating diversity

+

Earth + +Jupiter

→ How to explain the hot, warm and cold Jupiters?

→ Can we understand the statistical properties of the exoplanets?

→ What conditions made our Solar System unique?
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A. Cameron

Albrecht et al. 2012

→ Hot Jupiters around hot stars tend to have high obliquities... ?



  

Formation and evolution of planetary systems

Key ingredients and main issues

protoplanetary disc
(a few AU)

star

planet migration
(drift of planet's semi-major axis 

caused by disc-planet interactions)

. inwards or outwards?

. timescale?

. planet-planet interactions 
may also dramatically change 
planet orbits

disc evolution planet formation

. how? where? timescale?

. (i) core-accretion model: 
how to form km-sized 
planetesimals? Critical 
mass to form a giant planet?

. (ii) gravitational instability:

Planet formation inside gas 
clump? Migration timescale?

(a few 10 AU)

(i)

(ii)

. disc properties? (density, 
temperature, magnetic field, 
turbulence...)

→ ALMA!

. dispersal after 1 to 10 Myr: 
what happens next?                
- star-planet tidal interactions      
- planet-planet interactions         
- interactions with nearby stars
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Kepler's 2300 planet candidates

Gautier et al. 2012

via 
planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov

□ About 1/4 of Kepler's planet candidates 
are in multiple transiting systems. Many of 
them should be real multiple planet systems

□ Not that many Hot Jupiters... but plenty 
of Hot Earths!

Lissauer et al. 2012

Kepler-20: an (atypical?) example 
of a multi-planetary system        → 

David A. Aguilar



  

Architecture of Kepler's multi-planetary systems

□ 540 multiple systems and 765 planet pairs

□ Many close planet pairs are not in resonance...

□ … but those near resonances tend to have 
orbital period ratios slightly greater than resonant



  

Architecture of Kepler's multi-planetary systems

Pierens et al. 2011

□ 540 multiple systems and 765 planet pairs

□ Many close planet pairs are not in resonance...

□ … but those near resonances tend to have 
orbital period ratios slightly greater than resonant

Rein 2012
→  migration in turbulent discs?



  

Architecture of Kepler's multi-planetary systems

□ 540 multiple systems and 765 planet pairs

□ Many close planet pairs are not in resonance...

□ … but those near resonances tend to have 
orbital period ratios slightly greater than resonant

→  migration in turbulent discs?
Rein 2012

Papaloizou 2011, Wu & Lithwick 2012, 
Batygin & Morbidelli 2013

→  tidal circularization of close-in pairs 
of resonant planets?

Toy model: a 2-planet system with 

. energy dissipation through tidal orbital 

circularization 

. nearly constant angular momentum

experiences divergent orbital evolution

«tidal resonant repulsion»
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Kepler's diversity of orbital period ratios

For super-Earths beyond 10 days : a natural outcome of disc-driven migration 

Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013, submitted

«disc-driven resonant repulsion» of two super-Earths

star

protoplanetary disc

15 M
Earth

13 M
Earth



  

Kepler's diversity of orbital period ratios

Customized 3-body integrations

Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013, submitted

□ convergent migration: 
based on hydro simulations prior to disc-
driven resonant repulsion as the planets 
reach their 3:2 resonance

□ eccentricity damping: 
exponential decay with constant timescale to 
period ratio (free parameter)

□ fixed masses: 15 MEarth inner planet & 
13MEarth outer planet around a MSun star

→ a variety of period ratios between close planet pairs over typical discs lifetime!

□ disc dispersal:
exponential decay of the eccentricity damping rate 
(fixed timescale 2000 orbits). Time at which 
dispersal switches on is a free parameter



  

Planet-disc interactions and the diversity of 
period ratios in Kepler's multiple planet systems

□ Key points - disc-planet interactions do not necessarily lead to 
planetary systems with resonant period ratios.

- eccentricity damping by the disc may significantly 
increase the period ratio of resonant planet pairs over 
disc lifetimes. Works best for gap-opening planets.

Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013, submitted
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Planet-disc interactions and the diversity of 
period ratios in Kepler's multiple planet systems

□ Key points - disc-planet interactions do not necessarily lead to 
planetary systems with resonant period ratios.

- eccentricity damping by the disc may significantly 
increase the period ratio of resonant planet pairs over 
disc lifetimes. Works best for gap-opening planets.

□ What about... - the impact of disc turbulence?

0.6 M
Jup

0.4 M
Jup

- larger planet masses? 

simulation of the 2 outer planets in the Kepler-46 system

Disc-driven resonant repulsion effective for 
planets near their 2:1 resonance. Closer 
planet pairs merge their gaps and end up 
with a diversity of period ratios!        →

Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013, submitted



  

Planet-disc interactions and the diversity of 
period ratios in Kepler's multiple planet systems

□ Key points - disc-planet interactions do not necessarily lead to 
planetary systems with resonant period ratios.

- eccentricity damping by the disc may significantly 
increase the period ratio of resonant planet pairs over 
disc lifetimes. Works best for gap-opening planets.

□ What about... - the impact of disc turbulence?

- larger planet masses? 

Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013, submitted

- comparing with the distribution of orbital period ratios 
amongst Kepler's planet pairs? 
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